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Inda
Milano

NEW ACCESSORIES

Inda Milano:
A complete new range of modern accessories from INDA,
called MILANO, will be introduced in our new 2012 Inda price
list. The Milano range is conceived for extra sturdy installation, by foregoing the usual hidden set screws.
Inda
HOTELLERIE

Inda Hotellerie:
The ever popular Hotellerie line will be re-introduced, with a
much wider variety of products readily available. Naturally, the
complete Hotellerie list of items is available for any project,
with aggressive project pricing.
Inda
CONFORT

Inda Confort:
A new range of designer grab bars, available in Chrome or
Rubber-Black and Chrome, will be introduced in the 2012
price list.

Essentials London:
A new series will be added to the Essentials Accessories line,
with a unique new shape. Available in chrome with acrylic glass.

Essentials Softy:
This interesting freestanding 3 piece set will be available in
either round or square design, in orange, green or black/grey.
As the name implies, a soft-touch paint is applied to these
ceramic pieces. The complete 3 piece set will list at $89.

ESSENTIALS LONDON

Perrin & Rowe:
Multiple new accessories will be added to the new P&R price
list for 2012. These include a freestanding soap dispenser,
sliding rail soap basket, towel racks, glass shelves, shower
baskets, a spare toilet roll holder, mirrors and wall mounted
toilet brush.

PERRIN
& ROWE

IMPORTANT NOTICES
The following items are being discontinued from our product
range. Only available while quantities last:
Hansa Prado: 0140 2273 0017
Essentials PT204: Due to quality issues, we have decided to
discontinue this item. We apologize for the inconvenience, but
these are immediately no longer available. Please use PT206
instead.

Hansa Prado
0140 2273 0017
ESSENTIALS
PT204

Essentials QU121: A design change will be implemented
over the next several months. Please note the difference
between the new and old version. The old version is still
currently available, but only while our quantities last.
OLD VERSION

NEW VERSION

While trying to constantly improve our product selection, we will be discontinuing several series
and models within Essentials Accessories and Perrin & Rowe. New price lists will be available
shortly, but our order desk will inform you if any ordered items are going to be discontinued.

